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The stop-start control of seismicity by fault bends
along the Main Himalayan Thrust
Sharadha Sathiakumar 1✉ & Sylvain Barbot1

The Himalayan megathrust accommodates most of the relative convergence between the

Indian and Eurasian plates, producing cycles of blind and surface-breaking ruptures. Eluci-

dating the mechanics of down-dip segmentation of the seismogenic zone is key to better

determine seismic hazards in the region. However, the geometry of the Himalayan mega-

thrust and its impact on seismicity remains controversial. Here, we develop seismic cycle

simulations tuned to the seismo-geodetic data of the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha, Nepal earthquake

to better constrain the megathrust geometry and its role on the demarcation of partial

ruptures. We show that a ramp in the middle of the seismogenic zone is required to explain

the termination of the coseismic rupture and the source mechanism of up-dip aftershocks

consistently. Alternative models with a wide décollement can only explain the mainshock.

Fault structural complexities likely play an important role in modulating the seismic cycle, in

particular, the distribution of rupture sizes. Fault bends are capable of both obstructing

rupture propagation as well as behave as a source of seismicity and rupture initiation.
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At subduction zones and continental collisional margins, the
convergence between tectonic plates is accommodated by
shortening along megathrusts characterised by extensive

seismogenic zones that produce some of Earth’s largest earth-
quakes. Megathrusts oftentimes undergo seismic super-cycles,
alternating frequent moderate-size events that break the seismo-
genic zone in a piece-wise fashion with occasional giant earth-
quakes that break the entire seismogenic width1–3. Understanding
what determines the spatial extent of seismic ruptures is important
to produce realistic bounds on seismic hazards, as larger earth-
quakes produce greater levels of shaking hazard over wider areas
with different frequency contents. In particular, events that rup-
ture to the surface, for example, the 2005 Mw 7.6 Kashmir
earthquake4, exhibit greater hazards to life and property compared
to blind ruptures like the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake that do
not reach the surface. However, the underlying mechanics of full
and partial ruptures of the seismogenic zone is poorly constrained.
The development of seismic super-cycles may be controlled by
several factors, such as particular frictional properties5,6, geometric
complexity7, off-fault deformation in the hanging wall8, and
residual stress from past earthquakes9. The remaining challenge is
to assess the relative contribution of these factors at specific plate
boundaries10,11.

Most of the relative convergence between the Indian and
Eurasian plates is currently accommodated along the Himalayan
megathrust, which follows the surface-emergent Main Frontal
Thrust (MFT) that soles into a gently dipping décollement called
the Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT). The seismic cycle at the
MHT embodies both along-strike and down-dip segmentation12,
with surface-breaking ruptures, like the 1934 Nepal-Bihar
event13,14, that unzip the entire seismogenic width, but also
blind ruptures, like the 1833 Kathmandu event15,16, that break
only a small section of the megathrust. The 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha
earthquake represents a partial rupture17–21, but the factors
responsible for the rupture termination in the middle of the
seismogenic zone are still controversial22. Some argue for the
predominant role of morphological gradients23–25 while others
invoke a frictional control26.

Fault bends along the MHT control many aspects of the
Himalayan orogeny at geological time scales. For example, the
ramp-décollement structure extending below central Nepal is
linked to the Gorkha-Pokhara Anticlinorium27 and is responsible
for the high Himalayan topography28. Along-strike morphologi-
cal gradients may constitute important boundaries for inter-
seismic strain accumulation in Nepal29, but the impact of fault
bends on down-dip segmentation of the MHT is lesser known, in
part because the detailed structural layout of the MHT is con-
troversial. The MHT has been described as a ramp-flat-ramp
structure27,30, a duplex system31, or with an additional ramp in
the middle of the seismogenic zone23. Since structural complexity
may play a significant role in megathrust behaviour, it is para-
mount that we reduce uncertainties in fault geometry.

We will show that partial ruptures of the seismogenic zone
similar to the 2015 Gorkha earthquake can be obtained either on
a wide frictionally unstable décollement or on one with additional
fault bends, as long as the characteristic size for earthquake
nucleation is much smaller than the seismogenic zone width.
However, a sequence with a mainshock followed by shallow
dipping aftershocks consistent with observations can only be
obtained with a middle ramp. To support these claims, we present
numerical simulations of the seismic cycle in Nepal that explain
the slip distribution and surface deformation associated with the
2015 Gorkha earthquake using two end-member fault geometry
models with and without a middle ramp. The simulations reveal
the respective roles of fault bends and stress residuals from
antecedent seismicity on down-dip segmentation and the spatial

distribution of aftershocks on the Kathmandu section of the
Himalayan megathrust.

Results
Seismic cycle modelling of the Gorkha earthquake. We inves-
tigate the various controls on seismicity using quasi-dynamic
numerical models of the seismic cycle based on a physics-based
rate- and state-dependent friction law32,33 with the boundary
integral method (see “Methods”). We consider two-dimensional
models along a representative cross-section perpendicular to the
plate boundary that crosses the Gorkha-Pokhara Anticlinorium
in the middle of the Gorkha coseismic rupture (Fig. 1). The
distribution of frictional properties and the detailed geometry of
the megathrust are poorly known. Therefore, we consider end-
member scenarios that allow us to study the impact of fault bends
on the seismic cycle. We base the analysis on megathrust geo-
metry models that embody different assumptions about fault
complexity. Model E27 is based on the Gorkha coseismic surface
displacements in conjunction with other geological and geophy-
sical data and describes the MHT with a large-scale ramp-flat-
ramp geometry. Model H23 assimilates regional geological con-
straints in a balanced cross-section and features a ramp in the
middle of the seismogenic zone. Both fault geometry models have
a shallow fault bend where the MFT soles into the MHT and a
mid-crustal ramp that approximately coincides with the bottom
of the seismogenic zone (Supplementary Fig. 1).

The spatial distribution of the frictional parameters controls
many aspects of fault behaviour34–36. As the spatial variations of
frictional properties on the MHT are poorly constrained, we
consider simple cases with piece-wise homogeneous frictional
properties in the seismogenic zone and the aseismic region
underneath. In this context, the style of fault dynamics can be
described and predicted predominantly by two non-dimensional
parameters33, i.e., the ratio of the seismogenic width with a
characteristic nucleation size37 and the ratio of frictional
parameters that control the static and dynamic stress drops
during seismic ruptures38 (Eqs. (6) and (7) in “Methods”). Here,
the characteristic nucleation size results from a dimensional
analysis of the governing equation and represents an intrinsic
length scale of the mechanical system. It is uniquely defined for
the entire rupture sequence up to a constant multiplier. The
actual nucleation size of simulated events may vary throughout
the cycle due to geometric complexity and variable pre-stress at
the time of rupture initiation. Numerical simulations with
different physical parameters leading to the same non-
dimensional parameters exhibit similar dynamics33. For example,
cycles of partial and full ruptures can be obtained on planar fault
segments without structural complexity as long as the character-
istic size for earthquake nucleation is much smaller than the
seismogenic width32,37,39–41. Following these theoretical insights,
we explore a space of constitutive parameters that produce a wide
range of associated non-dimensional parameters for each of the
geometry models. We simulate the seismic cycle for a period of
10,000 years for the models discussed in this section, and for a
period of 45,000 years for the two models described in the next
section with a background loading rate of 20 mm per year. We
discard the first 5000 years to mitigate the effect of initial
conditions.

First, we explore the ratio of the seismogenic width with a
critical nucleation size (Supplementary Table 1). Self-emergent
partial ruptures can be obtained if this ratio is >20 for model E
and >6 for model H (Supplementary Fig. 2). Additional fault
bends in the middle of the seismogenic zone are responsible for
fault segmentation to occur at lower ratios in model H. However,
the presence of a middle ramp is not a sufficient condition for
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partial ruptures and specific frictional properties in the presence
of fault bends must be considered to explain the MHT behaviour.
Next, we explore the parameters that control the static and
dynamic stress drops (Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary
Fig. 3). Cycles associated with a large ratio of seismogenic width
to nucleation size and a large ratio of static to dynamic stress
drops contain ruptures that start as crack-like and transition to
pulse-like towards the end (Supplementary Fig. 4). The pulse-like
ruptures happen without additional coseismic weakening pro-
cesses and are specifically a consequence of the high ratio between

the static and dynamic stress drops in our quasi-dynamic
simulations (see “Methods”). Models with lower ratios do not
exhibit this feature, illustrating the strong frictional controls on
the details of a seismic rupture. Fault bends in both geometry
models attract persistent seismicity under these conditions
(Supplementary Fig. 3). For example, giant ruptures sometimes
initiate where the MFT soles into the décollement with model E
and many ruptures initiate around the middle ramp in model H
under some conditions. Up-dip aftershocks are often associated
with fault bends while down-dip aftershocks are mostly associated
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Fig. 1 Seismo-tectonic setting and fault geometry of Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley. a Distribution of coseismic slip7 in the source region of 2015 Mw 7.8
Gorkha, Nepal earthquake (background colours). GNSS measurements are represented by circles for vertical displacement and arrows for horizontal
displacements. Near-field GNSS station names are highlighted in yellow and the far-field stations in grey. The black dots represent the aftershock sequence
recorded by the Nepal Array Measuring Aftershock Seismicity Trailing Earthquake (NAMASTE) network31. The focal mechanisms are for the immediate
aftershock sequence43. b Sub-surface geological cross-section along profile A-A' constrained using surface geology23. c Geological cross-section
constrained by coseismic geodetic data27. The velocity-weakening regions are indicated in red and velocity-strengthening regions in black. The focal
mechanisms (coloured by the focal depth and scaled to magnitude) are superimposed on the cross-section. These cross-sections show the major thrust
faults in the region including the surface-emergent MFT (Main Frontal Thrust), Main Boundary thrust (MBT), and Main Central Thrust (MCT).
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with the transition zone where the fault behaviour changes from
velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening. The transition zone
marks the base of the seismogenic zone, but also the top of a large
mid-crustal ramp in the Himalayan region, so the variations of
friction and geometry are combined at this location.

Among the numerical simulations that produce cycles of full
and partial ruptures of the MHT, we retain those that best explain
the geodetic measurements associated with the Gorkha earth-
quake (Fig. 1), in particular, the Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) and Synthetic Aperture Radar interferometry
(InSAR)17,19 data. Even though the GNSS network offers limited
resolution for fault imaging42, four near-field stations show clear
coseismic deformation. The large swath of Advanced Land
Observing Satellite (ALOS) line-of-sight displacements constrain
coseismic fault slip7,27. With both geometry models, the main
features of the coseismic geodetic data and inferred slip
distributions can be explained well. Some discrepancies between
the geodetic data and our forward models could be reduced by
adapting the position of the mid-crustal ramp or other
adjustments, but the two-dimensional approximation will
presumably remain a limiting factor. Even with these constraints,
the choices of non-dimensional parameters that can explain the
mainshock slip distribution and fault slip within the larger
context of super-cycles with partial and full ruptures for both
model E and model H is non-unique. Therefore, we narrow our
search to simulations that consistently explain both the main-
shock and the early aftershocks relocated using advanced
broadband waveform modelling techniques43.

Our exploration of a wide range of models shows that no
aftershock up-dip of a coseismic rupture similar to that of the
Gorkha sequence can be obtained on a flat décollement using
model E. We cannot exclude that shallow aftershocks would
occur because of down-dip variations of frictional properties, but
we cannot justify the presence of frictional contrasts above the
coseismic rupture unless they are accompanied by morphological
gradients. In contrast, shallow aftershocks can be obtained in the
presence of a middle ramp, as in model H, for a particular range
of frictional parameters that lead to large ratios of static to
dynamic stress drops. We therefore focus the remaining
discussion on simulation results based on specific frictional
parameters (Table 1) that are similar for model E and model H,
i.e., with a ratio of seismogenic width to characteristic nucleation
size of 60 and a ratio of parameters controlling static and dynamic
stress drops of 0.9 (Supplementary Fig. 3d, i). This simulation
explains the mainshock and shallow aftershock sequence
consistently on model H but only the mainshock with model E.
This allows us to investigate the specific differences introduced by
morphological gradients within simulations that can explain the
cycle of full and partial ruptures of the MHT and the deformation
associated with the Gorkha earthquake.

Impact of geometry on seismic super-cycle. We start by
describing our simulations of seismic super-cycles without a fault
bend in the middle of the seismogenic zone. We define a super-
cycle as the period that separates two consecutive through-going
ruptures and encompasses one or several partial ruptures. Our
preferred model using fault geometry E (Table 1) produces sur-
face displacements that show a similar signature to the GNSS and
InSAR geodetic data of the Gorkha earthquake along the profile
B-B’ (Fig. 2). The recurrence times of giant ruptures (e.g., events
E17 and E21) that break the entire seismogenic width range
between 1300 and 1700 years (Fig. 3a). All the intervening partial
ruptures (events E15, E19, and E23) are of similar size and extent,
but event E23 matches the Gorkha earthquake data more closely
(Fig. 2).

The seismogenic zone is locked during the interseismic period
and remains so following the partial ruptures. However, partial
coupling and interseismic creep are predominant at the base of the
MFT (Supplementary Fig. 3), as is often found at fault bends8,10,11.
The transition zone between velocity-strengthening and velocity-
weakening friction is characterised by high stresses (Fig. 4b).
Previous ruptures leave behind notable stress residuals that explain
subsequent down-dip rupture segmentation due to non-uniform
pre-stress along the fault at the time of rupture initiation. All the
ruptures initiate at depths between 12 and 15 km because of the
presence of the transition zone and the thrust ramp at this depth,
which are two separate causes for rapid inter-seismic stress
accumulation (Figs. 3 and 4). Model E showcases aftershocks E18
and E22 following the through-going events E17 and E21,
respectively. These aftershocks occur near the transition zone
where afterslip immediately below rapidly decays in the months and
years that follow through-going ruptures. However, no aftershocks
follow the Gorkha-like event, whether up-dip or down-dip.

We now compare these results with our seismic cycle simulation
that includes fault bends in the middle of the seismogenic zone. The
presence of the middle ramp impacts several inter-connected
aspects of the seismic cycle, such as rupture size and extent, and
recurrence patterns. Model H produces more partial ruptures that
break different segments of the MHT with varying sizes. Among
these, events H43 and H65 closely match the coseismic signature of
the Gorkha earthquake (Fig. 2). Eventually, the fault completely fails
in a single through-going rupture with recurrence times varying
between 900 and 2000 years (Fig. 3), i.e., almost thrice the variability
found in model E. (Fig. 3). Super-cycles are also more aperiodic,
containing Gorkha-like ruptures (e.g., events H43 and H65), but
also larger events (e.g., H50 and H57), with a wider variability in the
number of partial ruptures.

Table 1 Summary of frictional parameters for the preferred
models: Frictional parameters and their values using model
E27 and model H23 sub-surface fault geometry in the
simulations presented in Figs. 2–5.

Parameter Symbol Value

Static friction coefficient μ0 0.6
Reference velocity V0 10−6 m/s
Rigidity G 30 GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.25
Shear wave speed Vs 3 × 103 m/s
Loading rate VL 20mm/yr
Steady-state rate dependence in
velocity-strengthening region

a−b +1 × 10−2

Steady-state rate dependence in
velocity-weakening region

a−b −1.98 × 10−2

Effective normal stress σ 50MPa
Characteristic weakening distance L 5 cm
Model H

Non-dimensional parameter Ru 60.7
Non-dimensional parameter Rb 0.9
Down-dip width of the velocity-
weakening region

W 92 km

Model E
Non-dimensional parameter Ru 59.1
Non-dimensional parameter Rb 0.9
Down-dip width of the velocity-
weakening region

W 89.58 km

The static friction coefficient, reference velocity, shear wave speed, Poisson’s ratio, effective
normal stress, frictional parameters a and b, and characteristic weakening distance L are the
same for both geometries. The down-dip width of the velocity-weakening region is minimally
varied such that the depth of the transition zone is ~15 km for both geometry models.
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High-stress concentrations at the fault bend attract persistent
seismicity at the middle ramp (Fig. 4c and d), including ramp-
spanning isolated ruptures (e.g., events H55 and H59) and
aftershocks (e.g., events H44 and H66). The middle ramp is also
capable of terminating partial ruptures (e.g., event H43, H65),
thereby acting as a geometric barrier. However, partial ruptures
may propagate up-dip through the ramp, creating events of larger
size and extent than the Gorkha earthquake (e.g., events H50 and
H57). Whether or not ruptures pass the ramp in our simulations
is controlled by the spatial distribution of pre-stress, which
depends on the history of the previous seismicity.

The complexity of the rupture sequence can be qualified by the
distribution of rupture sizes (Supplementary Fig. 5). Chaotic
seismic sequences are expected to follow a power-law statistical
distribution, an example of which in nature is the Gutenberg-
Richter distribution. The super-cycles with model H exhibit a
power-law distribution of rupture size spanning four orders of
magnitude, possibly truncated for small-magnitude events due to
numerical limitations that impose a lower bound on rupture size.
In contrast, simulations with model E produce events with only
three orders of magnitude with a more uniform distribution of
rupture sizes.

Within the assumptions of the model, fault bends represent
zones of rapid stress accumulation in the interseismic period,

making these regions prone to earthquake nucleation. As a result,
all rupture initiations in our models are in close proximity to a
bend. Fault bends therefore play an important role during all
stages of the earthquake cycle by attracting seismicity and altering
the background stress level.

Aftershocks at fault bends. The hypocenters and focal
mechanisms of several relocated aftershocks of the 2015 Gorkha
earthquake for the first 12-h window following the mainshock43

indicate significant deviations from a planar megathrust geometry
(Fig. 5). Our simulations with model H explain some of the
frictional and geometric controls of the up-dip aftershocks of the
Gorkha seismic sequence.

Events H44 and H66 represent small-magnitude seismic events
rupturing the top of the middle ramp in the early postseismic
phase of the Gorkha-like events H43 and H65, respectively. For
example, the up-dip aftershock H66 happens ~14 h following the
mainshock at the shallow fault bend joining the upper
décollement and middle ramp (Fig. 5). Triggering of aftershocks
at the boundary of coseismic ruptures can be caused by rapid
coseismic stress changes, but this type of event does not occur
with model E. As fault bends are associated with rapid
interseismic stress accumulation, they constitute prime regions
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for aftershock triggering because the stress level is already
elevated at the start of the mainshock. In fact, in other
circumstances, the same regions become the nucleation point of
large earthquakes in our simulations.

The focal mechanisms of the up-dip aftershocks following the
Gorkha earthquake may be explained by the fault bends at this
location, confirming the ~30∘ dip and the small width of a few
kilometres of the middle ramp23,43. The spatio-temporal evolution of
the mainshock-aftershock sequence closely matches our simulations
with model H. However, the numerical model only explains a single
aftershock, presumably due to the computational constraints, e.g., the
two-dimensional approximation or the assumption of piece-wise
planar fault geometry, that limit the size of events and the geometric
complexity that can be resolved numerically.

Discussion
The devastating Mw 7.8 Gorkha, Nepal earthquake resulted in
about 9,000 fatalities and injured million others17. Although the
quake took place in a previously known seismic gap44,45, the
seismic rupture only relaxed the lower half of the locked MHT
region, raising questions about the timing, location, and size of
impending earthquakes. As the shallow section of the fault
remains locked with no evidence of widespread shallow
afterslip46,47, we contemplate why the rupture stopped in the
middle of the seismogenic zone. It is unclear whether the next
event will unzip the remaining locked section, repeat the
2015 scenario, or break the entire megathrust in a single giant
rupture. Our numerical simulations provide new insights into
these fundamental questions.

The partial rupture of the seismic gap can be understood as the
natural behaviour of a chaotic seismic cycle characterised by non-

periodic sequences of full and partial ruptures that naturally
emerge—with or without a middle ramp—because of the parti-
cularly small characteristic nucleation size relative to the seis-
mogenic width, compatible with prior assessments26. The partial
rupture of the lower segment of the MHT followed by full locking
of the upper section therefore provides strong constraints on the
frictional parameters of the megathrust. The MHT is capable of
seismic ruptures from the deep ramp to the MFT following partial
ruptures similar to the 2015 event and the physical properties that
govern the frictional behaviour on the fault must combine to a
ratio of seismogenic width to characteristic nucleation size of at
least 60, according to our simulations. However, additional con-
sideration of the Gorkha aftershock sequence indicates that these
particular frictional properties are also accompanied by non-
planar fault geometry in the middle of the seismogenic zone.

Gorkha-like ruptures followed by up-dip aftershocks are system-
atically followed by giant ruptures with a delay ranging from about
250 to 300 years, based on our preferred model with geometry H.
Small ruptures breaking only the upper section of the MHT are
therefore unlikely, based on the assumptions of the model. However,
more imminent seismic hazard in Kathmandu may originate from
seismic ruptures that break different sections of the Himalayan
megathrust, initiating outside the Kathmandu Klippe7. Different
scenarios of future seismicity are also possible due to the many
remaining unknown mechanical properties of the plate boundary,
including deformation of the upper plate by faulting and folding8,48,
more complex frictional behaviour of the megathrust49, and inter-
actions with other segments of the Himalayan megathrust50.

The study illustrates the complex footprint of fault bends and
ramps on megathrust seismic cycles. Fault bends are often simply
portrayed as geometric barriers that can abruptly terminate
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rupture propagation51, but this characterisation is incomplete
when multiple seismic cycles are considered52. In addition, the
impact of fault geometry is multi-faceted and cannot be decon-
volved from the frictional control (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3).
Fault bends in the seismogenic zone are always associated with
accruing stress during the interseismic period in our simulations.
This stress can be manifested by creep, for example at the bottom
of the MFT, by the propagation of large earthquakes across a
ramp, by the arrest of ruptures at the middle ramp, by the
enhancement of aftershock activity at the ramp, or by promoting
larger ruptures that propagate across the deep décollement and
slightly beyond the ramp. In addition, the background stress may
be sufficiently elevated across the domain to facilitate through-
going ruptures that break the entire seismogenic zone.

Fault ramps incite more complexity than isolated velocity-
strengthening barriers5,53, which only imply a binary cycle of rup-
tures that either do or do not break the obstacle. The complexity of
stress interactions due to the presence of morphological gradients54

on the megathrust translates to a wider range of rupture sizes and
recurrence patterns manifested by a statistical distribution of earth-
quake sizes that approaches a power-law and a strongly aperiodic
earthquake recurrence pattern. Power-law statistics of earthquake size
distribution may also be obtained on a planar fault under specific
physical properties leading to a ratio of seismogenic zone width to
characteristic nucleation size greater than about 40037. Under these
conditions, however, the ruptures are systematically starting from the
bottom of the seismogenic zone, extending up-dip to varying dis-
tances. Our study shows that with non-planar faults, the power-law
distribution of earthquake size can be approached for a wider range
of frictional parameters than for a planar fault, also producing more
widely distributed nucleation points. Variability in hypocenter loca-
tion may also arise from a damage zone surrounding the plate
interface55, which constitutes another kind of structural complexity.

Several models describe the Himalayan megathrust geometry,
but the exact geometric features and their role in Himalayan
tectonics remain controversial. Our work illustrates the impact of
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fault bends on seismic cycles and their importance to consistently
explain the coseismic and postseismic behaviour of the Kath-
mandu section of the Himalayan megathrust. Our simulations
reveal that seismicity at the MHT can be explained by the com-
plex dynamics of frictional sliding with morphological gradients.
The frictional properties allow seismic super-cycles of full and
partial ruptures, but the rapid inter-seismic stress accumulation at
geometric gradients modulates the earthquake size and recur-
rence patterns. Our results help better constrain the geometry of
the MHT and the impact of fault bends on the seismic cycle.
Incorporation of high-resolution models of fault geometry56,57

into rupture dynamics models may be key to better predict future
seismicity at subduction and collision margins.

Methods
Exploring the frictional regime with rate- and state-dependent friction
Constitutive framework. We use the rate- and state-dependent friction framework,
first introduced by Dieterich, Ruina, and Rice58–60, supported by extensive
experimental data, to model fault dynamics. Seismic cycle simulations using this
framework is capable of explaining a gamut of rupture modes and styles observed
in nature, which includes fault slip occurring at all stages of a seismic cycle like slow
earthquakes, slow-slip events, and quasi-static aseismic processes. We follow the
physics-based formulation of Barbot32, whereby the fault strength depends on the
area of contacts that bear the normal and shear loads. The real area of contact per
unit fault area is given by

A ¼ μ0σ

χ

ψV0

L

� � b
μ0

; ð1Þ

where μ0 is the coefficient of static friction, σ is the effective normal stress, χ is the
indentation hardness, V0 is a reference velocity, ψ is a state variable associated with
contact aging, L is the characteristic weakening distance, and b≪ 1 is a power
exponent. The constitutive law for the sliding velocity is given by

V ¼ V0
τ

Aχ

� �μ0
a

exp �Q
R

1
T
� 1

T0

� �� �
; ð2Þ

where a≪ 1 is a power exponent, Q is an activation energy, R is the universal gas
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. We obtain the constitutive equations
for rate- and state-dependent friction by combining (1) and (2) as

V ¼ V0
τ

μ0σ

� �μ0
a ψV0

L

� ��b
a

exp �Q
R

1
T
� 1

T0

� �� �
; ð3Þ

The state variable captures the evolution of the real area of contact with sliding
history and follows the evolution law

_ψ ¼ exp �H
R

1
T
� 1

T0

� �� �
� ψV

L
; ð4Þ

where the first and second terms on the right-hand side correspond to healing and
weakening of the fault surface, respectively. In this study, we ignore changes of
temperature induced by shear heating or other reactions and limit ourselves to
isothermal conditions with T= T0. The model is more adequate for seismic cycle
simulations than previous formulations59 because it avoids issues with vanishing
velocities. We also ignore the changes in normal stress along the fault even though
changes in normal stress at fault bends can make the contact frictionless or in
unbounded compression after only a few seismic cycles, making the numerical
simulation intractable. In reality, these stresses are relaxed by folding and other
visco-elasto-plastic off-fault processes, but these are challenging to model because
experimental data on low-temperature plastic deformation mechanisms are not
available. In our simulations, we assume that the stress perturbations at fault bends
are effectively counteracted by other processes that relieve the bends of these
perturbations instantaneously, maintaining the effective normal stress constant.

Governing equations. We simulate fault slip and rupture dynamics assuming iso-
thermal conditions in a quasi-dynamic set-up. Our model does not include the
wave-mediated stress transfers and we employ the Runge-Kutta solver with
adaptive time steps and four/fifth-order accuracy to simulate earthquake cycles
numerically. We track the changes in shear traction due to fault slip using the
integral method

_τðxÞ ¼
Z

∂Ω
Kðx; yÞ VðyÞ � VLðyÞ

� �
dy � G

2Vs

_VðxÞ ; ð5Þ

where K is the traction kernel or Green’s functions tensor that describes the fault
stress interactions, VL is the loading rate on the fault due to the far-field tectonic
loading, V denotes the instantaneous velocity vector, and Vs is the shear wave velocity.
The traction kernel in Eq. (5) describes the distribution of stress in the surrounding
medium due to a point double-couple source. Radiation damping that is used to
approximate the inertial effects due to wave-mediated stress transfers is denoted by

the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5). We numerically solve the kinematics,
stress interactions, velocity, and constitutive behaviour using the boundary integral
method, which was partially benchmarked against other methods61.

Controls on fault dynamics from dimensional analysis. Simulations with rate- and
state-dependent friction often display complexity depending on the distribution of
physical properties41,62. Different physical parameters control various different
aspects of the seismic cycle, for example, stress drop, recurrence times, and whether
the rupture is slow or fast. Dimensional analysis of the physical parameters that
control fault dynamics and rupture styles is useful to reduce the vast parameter
space involved and identify the combinations of parameters that control rupture
dynamics and rupture style.

We use the two non-dimensional parameters that exhibit the most variability in
nature32 to explore the frictional regime that controls rupture styles. The Dieterich-
Ruina-Rice number Ru is defined for a fault system with a single velocity-
weakening asperity as

Ru ¼ ðb� aÞσ
G

W
L

; ð6Þ

where G is the rigidity, and W is the size of the velocity-weakening region, i.e., the
width of the seismogenic zone. The Ru number represents a ratio of the
seismogenic zone size to a characteristic rupture nucleation dimension. Stable fault
slip in velocity-weakening regions are associated with Ru < 1, owing to its large
nucleation size compared to the fault dimension. The value of Ru increases for
increasing weakening behaviour with unstable slip represented by Ru≫ 1 values.
Physical properties of the velocity-weakening region that fall in increasing values of
Ru exhibit cycles of characteristic and periodic ruptures, transitioning to more
chaotic sequences33,37. For example, higher values of Ru give rise to chaotic cycles
with full ruptures followed by partial ruptures of varying sizes.

The second non-dimensional number considered is

Rb ¼
b� a
b

; ð7Þ

which describes the ratio of frictional properties that control the static and dynamic
stress drops. The ratio of these fundamental source properties control the style of
rupture and the relative fraction of the rupture energy consumed in fracture. Large
Rb values favour ruptures with strong-weakening behaviour with proportionally
limited fracture energy. Low Rb values represent conditions close to velocity neutral
representative of the transition zone between velocity-weakening and velocity-
strengthening friction.

The Ru-Rb phase space can fill up the spectrum of fault behaviour ranging from
simple and periodic to deterministic chaos. Large Ru values result in complex
seismic cycles with full and partial ruptures compared to low values of Ru that
result in slow-slip and slow earthquakes. Although it is difficult to constrain these
values in natural settings, an exploration of this phase space, helps us to understand
rupture dynamics and behaviour. Also, complex fault geometry and shear stress
variations due to fault non-planarity can affect rupture styles in more complicated
ways than observed for planar faults8. We design a careful study that takes into
account both fault geometry and the frictional regime in the Ru−Rb phase space.

Data availability
Seismic data, geodetic data, and data sets generated in the current study can be found at
the public repository with free access at https://zenodo.org/record/4679513.

Code availability
The software code and data are publicly available at https://zenodo.org/record/4679513.
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